A British First
Spirit of Discovery – 10th -23rd July 2019
This is the trip report of the ORCA team aboard
the maiden voyage of Saga’s new cruise ship,
Spirit of Discovery. All photographs in this report
were taken during the cruise by ourselves, unless
indicated otherwise.

Wednesday 10th July

Andrew Crowder, Charlotte Bright, Stuart Gill, Rebecca Walker

We all met at the port in Dover and boarded the
Spirit of Discovery mid-afternoon. It was
impossible not to be immediately struck by the
opulence and beauty of the new ship. Having
settled into our cabins we set off to explore,
including a careful inspection of the viewing decks
where we would be surveying during our cruise,
before joining guests for dinner.

Thursday 11 July
Your ORCA team were up early and on Deck 14 by 05:30 to begin our first watch and survey. The sea state was very
calm which makes for ideal spotting, particularly for the UK’s smallest cetacean, the harbour porpoise. Only about 1.5
– 2.0 metres long, it is also shy, generally steers clear of ships and does not appear on the surface for more than a
couple of seconds to breath. Sure enough we soon found our first individual of the trip and further sightings came in
a steady stream for most of the rest of the day, with a combined total of over 50 seen (and even videoed!) by ourselves
and guests. Whilst following one porpoise we able to sight our first minke whale which, like its much smaller cousin,
is generally shy and retiring. One typically brief view is all we got but some sharped eyed guests had another sighting
whilst we were inside giving our opening presentation – impressive work! The other marine mammal that was taking
advantage of the calm conditions was the grey seal. We saw eight during the day with many stationary, their bodies
vertical and just their heads above the water; this is a position they often adopt to take a nap when out at sea!
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Harbour Porpoise – mother and calf (right)

We also recorded many of the common seabird species such as kittiwakes, fulmars, gannets, auks and gulls and
photographed this lesser black backed gull as it flew overhead, presumably very happy with life.

Fish Supper!! - Lesser Black-Backed Gull

Friday 12th July
Your ORCA team were out on Deck 14 by 05:00, hoping to maybe catch a sighting of bottlenose dolphins that are
often reported around the mouth of the Tyne. We did see our first puffins but, sadly, we were out of luck with the
dolphins – at least for now!
As you know we spent the day moored along the quay near the centre of Newcastle but this didn’t stop the wildlife
encounters. All day kittiwakes were flying up and down the river, close to the ship. They are a member of the gull
family and are a pelagic species (i.e. they spend most of their life at sea). They usually breed on sea cliffs but in
Newcastle they have a long-established nesting colony on the Tyne Bridge and surrounding buildings. This is not unique
but is a very unusual and fascinating sight in the middle of a large city. We were also able to add more bird species to
our list including common tern, swift and sparrowhawk.
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Kittiwake

As we sailed out in the evening we turned northward and our cetacean luck turned with a sighting of ten bottlenose
dolphins. Initially spotted swimming slowly and unobtrusively, we lost sight of them for a short time but picked them
out again off the starboard side. From their erratic swimming pattern and frequent jumping clear of the water we
could tell they were now actively feeding, with opportunistic gannets in attendance. The only downside was that we
were the only souls on deck, as it was now 20:00 and the attraction of a fabulous dinner had taken guests below deck.

Saturday 13th July
With no deck watch possible in the morning due to the early anchorage off Edinburgh, we got on effort as we sailed
away down the Firth of Forth in the late afternoon. All day at anchor there had been barely a breath of wind but as
soon we set sail a chilly wind got up, blowing directly into our faces. We weren’t destined to see any cetaceans on this
particular watch but our compensation was the passing of the one UK’s ornithological highlights – Bass Rock. Over
150,000 northern gannets breed on this steep volcanic plug, making it the largest colony (known as a gannetry) in the
world!

Northern Gannet returning to Bass Rock
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As we sailed towards it the sun came out and it transformed from a dull grey colour to a brilliant white. Now gannets
themselves are a sparkling white but even when they are not there it is still white from what they leave behind –
literally tons of guano, droppings, poo…. substitute your own word of choice! As we sailed closer we got experience
one of the most wonderful birding sights; the almost magical, misty halo cloud formed by thousands of gannets circling
the rock, lit by a low evening sun against a backdrop of a deepening blue sky. We also noted a big increase in puffin
sightings but eventually decided to call a halt as the light started to fail under leaden skies, which was now starting to
produce rain.

Bass Rock – the world’s largest gannetry with its characteristic ‘halo’

However, by the time we had had scrubbed up and gone down to dinner in The Grill, the ship had turned north and
the weather had returned to a complete calm. The sea was now like sheet of glass – perfect conditions for spotting
cetaceans. So, when we saw a dark shape on the surface during our meal there was never any question which would
take priority. Cutlery was dropped, the table abandoned in the race to the window (much to the bemusement/hilarity
of our fellow diners!). After one false start we were able to positively identify a minke whale, no less. And so back to
our table to raise a glass of wine to our success…..

Minke and Merlot! (Dennis Reavell)
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Sunday 14th July
A grey overcast sky welcomed your ORCA team to the observation deck at 05:00, as Spirit of Discovery steamed
northward past John O’Groats. Within half an hour we got our first view of Orkney. We were able to record a harbour
porpoise demonstrating its usual, unobtrusive behaviour – two quick visits to the surface for breath and then
disappearing to resume its underwater hunt for food. That was to be our only cetacean sighting of the day but by no
means the last wildlife encounter.
All of the team had volunteered to act as escorts on various excursions around the beautiful main island of Orkney,
slightly confusingly called ‘Mainland’. Between us we visited a variety of habitats, including sea lochs, cliffs and
moorland. Altogether we added 19 new bird species to the trip list including red throated diver, skylark and greylag
goose. At one stop at a beautiful bay we were surprised and pleased to discover a breeding colony of sand martins in
a slightly incongruous position. They had burrowed out nesting tunnels in a low cliff between the beach and the car
park and were gathering insects flying over the rocky shore, returning to their nests to feed the well-hidden chicks
inside. Our local guide had never witnessed the colony before at that site. A great skua flying low over their heads
also delighted one group of guests.
But the highlights had to be sightings of two of the UK‘s
rarest birds of prey. Firstly, two hen harriers (including a
stunning male) were seen on separate excursions and
when we got back to the ship one of the guests (Melvin
Matthias) told us a close up encounter he had with a pair
of barn owls. The owls were observed close to the ship
by Melvin on a short ramble. Not only that, he was able
to get some stunning photographs before alerting
several other guests, who were also able to enjoy seeing
them. Despite their wet feathers in the damp conditions,
the birds were seen perched and actively hunting using
their characteristic hovering technique.
Barn Owl (Melvin Matthias)

What a fabulous encounter, Melvin!!

Barn Owl (Melvin Matthias)
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Also spotted on the excursions were both species of seal (Atlantic grey and harbour/common), along with land
mammals such as brown hare and rabbit. However, it was during our sail out from Kirkwall later that evening that we
had our best encounter with a mammal. Andrew had spotted a small island with several rocky bays that looked a likely
habitat for an animal that, particularly here in Scotland, favours a coastal environment. The coincidental chances of
spotting such a diminutive species at a distance of 200-300 metres from the top deck of a tall, moving ship seemed
pretty remote. However, a small dark head swimming rapidly just off the shoreline amongst a group of birds showed
that experience, skill and luck do sometimes combine – in this case for us to record a European otter.

Monday 15th July
If your ORCA team were looking forward to just one day on this British First cruise, sailing through the Hebrides was
always going to be it. So, when we came up on deck and saw the sunrise, jaw dropping scenery and a mirror like sea
we knew we were in for something special. However, what followed over the next fourteen hours even exceeded our
expectations. In perfect light and flat calm conditions, it was no surprise that we immediately started recording
harbour porpoise, sometimes in groups of three or four, including some mothers with their calves. The maternal bond
is strong in all cetacean species and the calf rarely leaves the mother’s side, the pair surfacing in perfect synchronicity.
We then began to see lots of splashing up ahead. This is often a feature of dolphins and, sure enough, as we got closer
we could identify our first common dolphins of the trip. Not only are they one of the most beautifully marked dolphin
species, they are spectacular acrobats and are often drawn to ships. Initially, the pods were feeding actively and carried
on as we passed by. Then Stuart, who was manning the starboard watch, spotted a pod coming into play on the
opposite port side and there they were…….leaping out of the water as they surged onto the bow to ride the pressure
wave created by the forward movement of the ship and then streaming excitedly down the side of ship. With guests
starting to hit the decks, we were all being treated to spectacular close encounters of the cetacean kind. This was to
carry on for hours with nearly 250 common dolphins recorded. Even when we took short breaks for breakfast and
lunch on deck they just kept coming and eating became a punctuation between joyous, close up sightings. You just
can’t get enough of it!

Common Dolphin
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Charlotte was excitedly calling a group of three harbour porpoise ahead and then hit the next level when a minke
whale also surfaced in her field of view!! We were to record 16 encounters of this species during the day, several
which were close into the ship, delighting guests, some of whom were seeing their first ever whales! The decks were
buzzing and your ORCA team were so pleased - not only for the quality of the wildlife encounters but the interest you
showed in wanting to know more about these special animals and ORCA’s role in their conservation. This is exactly
why the long partnership between SAGA and ORCA continues to flourish.

Minke whale in classical surfacing pose

Around mid-morning Becca had spotted splashing off the starboard side – she immediately recognised that they
looked larger than common dolphin but were too distant to identify using just binoculars. However, she captured them
through her telephoto lens and, zooming in on the camera image, was able to call our first Risso’s dolphin of the trip.
It demonstrates the increasing importance of photographic technology in wildlife surveying but you still need the skill
to capture a decent image and then identify it to a species level. Because Spirit of Discovery was cruising at a sedate
8-9 knots we were able to watch the small group of three as they were feeding, picking out their silvery grey body
colour and tall falcate dorsal fin. One individual even ‘spy-hopped’ twice, a fascinating behaviour to observe. This is
when cetaceans raise themselves partially out the water in a vertical body position. It is believed that whales and
dolphins do this to see what is happening above water, having just as good eyesight out of, as in, water. Several of our
keen-eyed guests were able to get onto the Risso’s dolphin with their binoculars and, for some, it was there first ever
encounter with this species.

As our all-day watch drew to a close we had one final encounter just east of Mull. Andrew and Becca both spotted an
animal just as it sank below the surface ahead of the bow. Initially we both thought it might be a porpoise but when it
surfaced just ahead on the port side we both knew we weren’t looking at a porpoise or even a dolphin but a larger
whale species. Relatively narrow bodied with an obvious dorsal fin two thirds of the way down its back, it appeared to
have a uniform brown colouration. However, with the sun sinking towards the horizon and bathing the channel in an
orange light, we could not rule out this effect on our perception. Unfortunately, we were not able to get another view
of the animal, let alone a photograph. Our subsequent discussions covered all the detail of what we had just seen and
we felt able to narrow it down to two possible species. Either it was a particularly small minke whale made to appear
brown in the evening sun or it was a female Cuvier’s beaked whale for which the bronzy colouration would be correct.
Normally a deep-water species, the latter is rare but not unknown in UK coastal waters and, at the time of writing up
this report, a Cuvier’s beaked whale is being reported in Scottish waters. Such a tantalising encounter but we can only
record this under our scientific protocol as an unidentified medium sized whale. Such is wildlife surveying sometimes
but then you just have to reflect on the rest of this incredible day……
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Tuesday 15th and Wednesday 16th July
Because of the relatively early arrival times in Belfast and Liverpool and the late evening sail-out from the latter, we
only managed one watch on the evening of 15th coming out of Belfast, where no activity was recorded. Stuart and
Charlotte were both on their first ORCA survey cruise and Stuart took some time out to reflect on his experience;
‘So here we are at the halfway point on our British First maiden voyage – an appropriate time to reflect on what is in
fact my maiden voyage on a cruise survey. My name is Stuart (one of the four ORCA surveyors on board) and I got
involved with ORCA on a trip across the Bay Biscay when their Wildlife Officer got me up on deck and enthused– I was
hooked and soon signed up for training. I love being at sea (I had my own sailboat for many years) and have developed
a great love and respect for everything in it and on it. Our early surveys got me used to the routines and methodology
of working from the deck and different from the ship’s bridge, which I had experienced previously. I have loved being
able to talk to guests, both during deck surveys and elsewhere on the Spirit – there is a wealth of worldwide experience
and enthusiasm on board, so thank you to everyone who has shared these with me.
I’m not going to forget our superb, brilliant (I can’t find enough superlatives!) day at sea as we came through the
Hebrides – that day will be forever in my memory. Seeing some of the cetacean species for the first time (for me) and
keeping our data logging accurate, all the while learning from the more experienced surveyors (and passengers) was a
fantastic learning opportunity; I was wide-eyed and breathless as the sightings came thick and fast. I’m really conscious
of the observation skills needed and the difference between close encounters and more distant sightings. But don’t you
just love it when a pod of dolphins come to play!? Another thing that has struck me is even on a large ship such as this,
we can still see quite small wildlife particularly if we take the clues from the habitats that surround us. When leaving
the Orkneys we were passing small islands and rocky skerries that might produce a chance to see otters, maybe? And
yes!! Even from high up on deck 14 one of our team spotted an otter swimming in a small bay just a few hundred
metres away from our huge ship passing by.
So thank you to all the passengers we have engaged with so far; and a special thanks to my ORCA colleagues Rebecca,
Andrew, and Charlotte for putting up with me and sharing their considerable expertise and, of course, enthusiasm.’

Thursday 17th July
An early deck watch as we steamed in towards our dock on the River Liffey failed to produce any sightings. To maximise
our opportunity in the evening we changed our routine. Whilst the ship was sailing out of Dublin we took dinner early,
so that we were in the Irish Sea by the time we’d changed and got back out on deck. Despite this, we drew another
blank. Whilst this is always personally frustrating we are all aware that this is a scientific based survey, therefore no
result is as important as any other result.

Friday 18th July
We set our alarms for 05:00 but a quick look from the balcony showed we were in fairly thick fog. Back to bed, but
sadly a review at 05:30 showed no change. As we were now closing in on the port of Cobh we abandoned our morning
plan and pinned our hopes on the evening sail-out. As the day wore on we became aware of a freshening wind and as
we sailed out we encountered our first really choppy waters. This was nothing to bother the Spirit of Discovery as she
took on the sea state of 5-6 serenely but it was making cetacean surveying difficult; in fact our protocol demands that
we suspend surveying at any sea state above Beaufort level 6. Our challenge was exemplified when we saw three small
dolphins fleetingly pass across the bow but we were unable to positively identify them to a species level in the
conditions.
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Saturday 19th July
We woke up to a beautiful sunny day and looked forward to a good morning as we sailed through waters off Plymouth,
heading towards Portland. This area of the channel is usually quite productive – we could reasonably anticipate
common dolphin and possibly its larger cousin, the white beaked dolphin. There is a well-studied, resident white
beaked dolphin population in this region – the southernmost population of what is a usually an arctic/sub-arctic
dolphin species. Surprisingly though, we weren’t to sight any cetaceans although we did add balearic shearwater to
our bird list. This species breeds entirely in the Mediterranean basin and, post breeding, disperses into the Atlantic,
appearing around the UK west coast in late summer/autumn. After adding a few more birds whilst ashore in Dorset
we set sail in the evening with renewed hopes but yet again we were left frustrated. However one of the guests (Peter
Bloe) cheered us up later when he showed his remarkable photographs of a bottlenose dolphin right alongside the
pilot vessel as it recovered the pilot from Spirit of Discovery. This is a known individual called ‘Danny’ – he is a loner
who appeared in Portland harbour earlier this year and has stayed ever since. He regularly approaches ships and boats
of all sizes and has become a bit of a local celebrity.

Danny the Dolphin – checking things out! (Peter Bloe)

Sunday 20th July
We continued with another quiet morning session, later consoling ourselves with a beautiful day on Guernsey. Becca
and Charlotte volunteered to escort an excursion to Sark and spotted bottlenose dolphin from the cliff top.
Meanwhile, back on board, one of the guests (Dennis Reavell) had spotted something in the water next to our
anchored ship which turned out to be a sunfish. This strange, disc shaped fish moves northward with the gulf stream
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in the summer and is frequently seen around the warmer southern UK waters. Not only did Dennis spot the fish but
photographed it as it amazingly breached right out of the water. Great work, Dennis!

Ocean sunfish breaching alongside our ship (Dennis Reavell)

Frustrated by the lack of sightings during the last few days, but buoyed by the land-based dolphin sighting and the
fabulous calm conditions, we took the decision to don our tuxedos and evening gowns and to survey to the last possible
second before the final Captain’s reception - we were rewarded with two harbour porpoise!

Monday 21st July
The Captain promised we would be passing the famous ‘Needles’ at 05:15 but as we stepped onto the balcony it was
still a shock not only to be passing them at exactly the prescribed time but to do so startingly close up! We started a
watch but, perhaps predictably in such a shallow, narrow waterway, we had no cetacean records. Less predictably we
did sight roe deer feeding on the marshy riverside. With a planned late sail-out of Southampton that evening to
coincide with fireworks we closed our final watch down.

Tuesday 22nd July
Disembarkation time. But not before we spotted a grey seal in the cruise port from our balcony as we docked and two
harbour porpoise in the sea beyond the harbour wall as we had breakfast. Professionals to the very last!!
On behalf of ourselves and ORCA we extend our sincere gratitude to Captain Julian Burgess, John Parton and the
whole ships company. We recognise and appreciate the privilege of being invited to sail on the maiden voyage of this
magnificent ship, demonstrating again the really strong partnership that exists between Saga and ORCA. We were also
thankful for opportunity to showcase the wildlife around the British Isles to guests and enabling us to collect vital
scientific data for the conservation of cetaceans. To all Saga guests - it was also our privilege to share this experience
with you and hope that our presence helped you to make the most of the wonderful wildlife. We trust that, with those
experiences as our inspiration, we can all renew our efforts in supporting the cause of conservation.
ORCA is one of the UK’s leading whale and dolphin conservation charities, dedicated to the long-term protection of
whales, dolphins and porpoises (collectively known as cetaceans), and their habitats. For more information about us,
please visit our website www.orcaweb.org.uk
For a map and list of all the marine mammals and birds seen during this cruise please see the next pages.
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ORCA Survey 11-22 July 2019 - Marine Mammal Record
Name

Number of Sightings

Number of Animals

Harbour porpoise
Minke whale
Bottlenose dolphin (probable)
Common dolphin/unidentified
small dolphin
Risso’s dolphin
Grey seal
Harbour/common seal
Unidentified seal
Otter

50
23
1
17

85
18
10
235/94

1
13
1
8
1

3
14
1
10
1

Total – 116 sightings of 471 animals
Bird List
Sea birds
Great black-backed gull
Lesser black-backed gull
Herring gull
Black headed gull
Common gull
Common tern
Puffin
Guillemot
Little tern

Razorbill
Kittiwake
Gannet
Fulmar
Cormorant
Manx shearwater
Shag
Black Guillemot

Great skua
Arctic tern
Red throated diver
Black throated diver
Arctic skua
Sandwich tern
Mediterranean gull
Balearic shearwater

Land birds
Sparrowhawk
Swift
Feral/racing pigeon (seen at sea)
Wood pigeon
Jackdaw
Carrion crow
Hooded crow
Rook
Coot
Moorhen
Stock Dove
Meadow pipit
Great white egret
Red legged partridge

Pied wagtail
House sparrow
Blackbird
Swallow
Eider duck
Sand martin
Skylark
Redshank
Mallard
Shelduck
Goldfinch
Canada goose
Pheasant

Oystercatcher
Starling
Grey heron
Hen harrier
Curlew
Mute swan
Greylag goose
Barn owl
Black-tailed godwit
Magpie
Buzzard
Little egret
Song thrush

Total – 65 species
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